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1. Introduction

1.1. Role of the deliverable

This document reports the technical-oriented talk about ModelWriter, ITEA approach and tooling in a scientific conference.

1.2. Structure of the document

This document is organized as follows:
- Chapter 1 introduces the document.
- Chapter 2 describes the integrated fragment
- Chapter 3 reports the event
2. Intermediated Fragments

Several slides have been created to explain some parts of the ModelWriter project. They have been already used during some conference to explain ModelWriter. They are used as inputs for the consolidated presentation.

ITEA2-ModelWriter-UYMK2014-origin.pdf:
Speaker: Ferhat Erata, ModelWriter Project Leader
Presentation of the Turkish consortium and the project organization.

Living Documentation: EclipseCon NA 2014
Presentation of Intent for documentation <-> Java Unit Test synchronization
3. Consolidated Presentation

The presentation is available in this document: ModelWriter Presentation V1.0.pptx

As the technical prototype of ModelWriter is still an ongoing task, this presentation cannot go to deeply in detail. All features of the future product will be describe in a future version of this document.
4. What’s next

This presentation will be continuously improved to explain future innovations created by ModelWriter partners. It will be used for communication planned in the 7.1.1 Dissemination Plan.
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